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US Stocks (large)(SPY)

8.34%

32.21%

15.84%

15.70%

US Stocks (small)(IJS)

-2.57%

39.72%

18.10%

15.51%

Ex-US Stocks (dev)(EFA)

-2.09%

22.62%

17.22%

6.46%

Ex-US Stocks (EME)(EEM)

0.22%

-3.14%

17.32%

3.18%
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US Bonds (AGG)

4.04%

-2.15%

4.04%

3.84%

 Financial Planning and

Global Bonds (FWDB)

5.11%

-1.94%

7.83%

0.78%*

US Bonds (HY)(HYG)

2.76%

5.90%

13.83%

8.74%

 Proof Negative

US REIT (IYR)

12.91%

1.05%

18.36%

14.42%

 Crash Ahead!

Ex-US REIT (IFGL)

0.06%

5.29%

37.32%

7.70%

Gold (IAU)

0.17%

-27.94%

8.37%

3.41%

Commodities (GSC)

-6.51%

-1.93%

-1.73%

12.13%

Hiking Half Dome

* Data unavailable; standard benchmark substituted

Financial Planning and Hiking
Half Dome
One morning this summer one of my sons got an email from the
National Park Service informing him that he had won a lottery for a
permit allowing him to hike up Half Dome in Yosemite National
Park — the next day. Michael didn't waste a second. He got in touch
with a hiking buddy right away, did what he needed to do to get
ready, packed up his gear and hopped in a car around lunchtime for
the long drive and headed north.
The Half Dome granite crest, shown at right, is probably Yosemite's
most iconic formation. It rises nearly 5,000 feet above the valley
floor and to nearly 9,000 feet above sea level. It is even featured on
the logos of The North Face, Sierra Designs and Mountain Khakis declaring that Half Dome was “perfectly inaccessible, being probably
the only one of the prominent points about Yosemite which never
outdoor product companies.
has been, and never will be, trodden by human foot,” thousands of
The pictures make the entire prospect seem incredibly daunting and, people can now reach the summit via an arduous but manageable
as a parent, I confess that I was more than a bit concerned for my trail that gains 4,800 feet in elevation. Michael started up around 1
son's safety even though he is a very experienced hiker and climber a.m. — to beat some questionable weather forecast for later in the
and is in excellent condition. Even so, and despite an 1865 report day — and reached the summit around sunrise.

For my son, what was to be a taxing 16 mile hike became 20 miles
and a lot of added elevation due to a wrong turn in the dark. The
final 400 feet up are via cables so that rock climbing equipment isn't
required and not permitted when wet on account of the danger. It's
pretty scary and often pretty much straight up.
The trek was tough and difficult but he made it unscathed. That’s
him in the pictures to the right. It was incredibly memorable for him.
Yet Half Dome was hardly “perfectly inaccessible.”
All of which gets me to my point (besides how proud I am of my
son). The popular press is awash in regular reports describing a
“retirement crisis” in America. Recent pieces by the Harvard Business
Review, the CFA Institute, The New York Times, the National Institute
on Retirement Security, USA Today, Forbes and Money magazine all
make the same general point. I have made the same point.
(However: The extent of the crisis may be overstated, as a recent
Towers Watson paper argues.)
But perhaps more importantly, the nature of the crisis and the
reporting of it can make the prospect of a secure retirement seem
“perfectly inaccessible.” The 2008-09 financial crisis and huge market
losses have had a related effect on many, especially the young.
The truth is much more prosaic. Retirement planning — indeed, all
financial planning — is very tough and is difficult at every level. It
takes significant personal sacrifice and being psychologically strong
when our emotions are screaming at us to do otherwise. Thinking
about a future that is years or even decades away is exceedingly
challenging for most of us, for whom lunch is a long-range plan. But
good retirement planning isn't “perfectly inaccessible.”
Simply stated, good planning requires saving more and living more
frugally. It requires difficult choices. The earlier good habits are
developed, the better, obviously. But everyone at any age can make
significant improvements to their situation by getting to it right
away. For financial professionals, this fact should undergird much of
what we do. People need help. There is no time to waste.
For those of you who are planning for retirement (which should be
every adult not yet retired), consider this notification that you’ve
won a lottery and that a retirement trail permit in your name has
been issued — for right now. Half Dome may not await, but a healthy
financial future does. Don’t delay even a little. Go for it.
Proof Negative
In investing, as in most things in life, disconfirmation is more valuable than confirmation. We
learn more from what doesn’t work than from what does. Induction is the way science advances, it is inherent to the scientific method.
We want deductive proof, but have to settle for induction. That’s because science never fully
proves anything. It analyzes the available data and, when the force of the data is strong
enough, it makes tentative conclusions. But these conclusions are always subject to modification or even outright rejection based upon further evidence gathering. The great value of data
is not so much that it points toward the correct conclusion (even though it often does), but
that it allows us the ability to show that some things are conclusively wrong.
In other words, confirming evidence adds to the inductive case but doesn’t prove anything
conclusively. Correlation is not causation and all that. Thus disconfirming evidence is far more

valuable. It allows us conclusively to eliminate some ideas, approach- other side of it and the 7 card must have a consonant on the other
es or hypotheses.
That said, we don’t like disconfirming evidence and we tend to neglect the limits of induction. Few academic papers get published es-

side. It doesn’t matter what’s on the other side of the 4 card. But we
turn the 4 card over because we intuitively want confirming evidence. And we don’t think to turn over the 7 card because we tend

not to look for disconfirming evidence, even when it would be
tablishing that something doesn’t work. Instead, we tend to spend the
“proof negative” that the given hypothesis is incorrect. In a variety of
bulk of our time looking (and data-mining) for an approach that
test environments, fewer than 10 percent of people get the right
seems to work or even for evidence we can use to support our preanswer to this type of question.
conceived notions.
I suspect that this cognitive failing is a natural result of our constant
We should be spending much more of our time focused upon a
search for meaning in an environment where noise is everywhere
search for disconfirming evidence for what we think (there are exand signal vanishingly difficult to detect. Randomness is difficult for us
cellent behavioral reasons for doing so too). But we don’t, as illusto deal with. We are meaning-makers at every level and in nearly
trated by the following question (a variation of the Wason selection
every situation. Yet, as I have noted often, information is cheap while
task). Assume that the other side of the “cards” also has a letter or
meaning is expensive and elusive. Therefore, we tend to short-circuit
number on it.
good process to get to the end result – typically and not so coincidentally the result we wanted all along.
As noted above, science progresses not via verification (which can
only be inferred) but by falsification (which, if established and itself
verified, provides relative certainty only as to what is not true). In the
investment world, as in science generally, we need to build our investment processes from the ground up, with hypotheses offered
only after a careful analysis of all relevant facts and tentatively held
only to the extent the facts and data allow. Accordingly, we need
always to be on the look-out for disconfirming evidence — proof
negative — even though doing so is oh so counterintuitive pretty
Most people answer with E and 4, but that’s wrong. For the posited
statement to be true, the E card must have an even number on the

Source: xkcd

much all the time.

Crash Ahead!!!
Anybody who has spent more
than a few minutes on the web
has seen some amazing doomsday predictions. Among my
favorites are those relating to
the great Yellowstone Caldera
volcano, which is often described as about ready to blow and des- tors.” Others, however, are not – such as a real doozy from Paul B.
tined to create terror and mayhem even though Yellowstone is Farrell in Market Watch in September. After having predicted “a
pretty calm as giant caldera systems go. For example, check out the 100% risk of a 50% crash in 2016 if Hillary Clinton wins the presiheadline (above right) from the Toronto Sun on March 9, 2014, dency,” Farrell added his prediction that there is a “100% risk of
which provides a good representative sample of the genre.
50% crash in 2015 if McConnell’s GOP wins [the] Senate.”
The prose within the body of the article is more than a bit hyperbol- Volcanologist Erik Klemetti of Denison University wrote an outic too.

standing piece earlier this year outlining how to look at volcano
doomsday predictions. He proposes four simple steps, each of which
Scientists have discovered Yellowstone National Park supervolcano is two-and-a-half times
larger than previously thought, and it could erupt with 2,000 times the force of Mount St. is applicable to threatened major volcanic eruptions, major market
Helens — a blast that would devastate North America and dump more than 10 cm of ash
on Western Canada alone.
The national park and surrounding communities would be annihilated, while plants and
entire farms hundreds of kilometres away would be wiped out. Escape would be futile — ash
damages commercial aircraft engines, making flight hazardous.
Sulfur entering the upper atmosphere would turn to sulfur dioxide, circle the globe and drop
temperatures. Worldwide famine would likely ensue.

crash predictions and to pretty much any sort of analytical construct.
1. Consider your source. Unless the source is unimpeachable, ignore it.
Experts (and especially phony experts) are prone to the same weaknesses all of us are, of course. Philip Tetlock’s excellent Expert Political Judgment examines why experts are so often wrong in sometimes

Finally, toward the end of the article a bit of qualification is offered. excruciating detail. Even worse, when wrong, experts are rarely held
“The chance per year of Yellowstone blowing up — they’re low…. accountable and they rarely admit it. They insist that they were just
But it’s potentially going to happen sooner or later.” The headline is off on timing (“I was right but early!”), or blindsided by an impossible
the takeaway (and terrific click bait too).

-to-predict event, or almost right, or wrong for the right reasons.
Tetlock even goes so far as to show that the better known and

In the investment world, threats of imminent market collapse are
more frequently quoted experts are, the less reliable their guesses
also commonplace. Notice these recent tweets, for example.
about the future are likely to be (think CNBC’s Jim Cramer), largely
Professional Investors Are Preparing For Stock Market Crash…
due to overconfidence, another of our consistent problems.
— DRUDGE REPORT (@DRUDGE_REPORT) September 10, 2014

Since 1990, the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia has conducted

There could be a trial run tonight and the market could CRASH. Make sure to call in and
enjoy cheap drink and…

a quarterly Survey of Professional Forecasters, continuing research
conducted from 1968-1989 by the American Statistical Association

— The Library (@TheLibrary2) September 9, 2014

and the National Bureau of Economic Research. The survey asks

Four ways to protect yourself from another market crash:

various economic experts their views of the probabilities of recession for each of the following four quarters and comes up with an

— BCBusiness (@bcbusiness) September 8, 2014
MUST WATCH TV: My latest video predicting stock market crash…filmed before Friday’s
horrible economic news.

“Anxious Index” reflecting those asserted probabilities.

— Wayne Allyn Root (@WayneRoot) September 7, 2014

A CXO study of that data determined that the forecasted probability of recession for a quarter explained absolutely none of the stock

MARC FABER on STOCK MARKET CRASH? Bull Stock Market Run is Over

market’s returns for that quarter. In fact, the data suggests that the

— Marc Faber Blog (@marcfaberblog) September 5, 2014

forecasts were a mildly (if not materially) contrarian indicator of
future U.S. stock market behavior. In other words, these alleged

Most are carefully couched: “If you were to ask me for my favorite
expert forecasters didn’t have a clue about what was coming. The
investment idea today, it is to get ready for a severe correction in
survey reads like a primer on recency bias in that bear markets lead
the market; as such, at the very least, I like to have cautioned inves-

to bearish market forecasts and vice versa while the forecasts have ing doom without specificity will eventually be right, no matter how
no predictive power whatsoever.

much opportunity cost has been paid in the meantime.

While I would love to find at least a few, there is little reason to 3. Consider the scale of things. Even if there is really good evidence of a
think that anybody can predict major market movements with any current problem, most such problems are relatively minor.
degree of consistency (if readers have candidates to offer I’d love to
As noted above, corrections are commonplace (see below, from
take a look). There is no reason to think that some guy on the interBusiness Insider). So if you own stocks and are terrified by the pronet can. Before you make serious portfolio changes based upon
some urgent warning, be sure you are well aware of the risks and
opportunity costs of doing so…and make sure you know the full and
complete track record of the forecaster you’re relying on. Very
few “expert” forecasters will talk about their misses and they all have
lots of misses.
2. Consider the data. Demand lots of data from multiple sources and
with careful confirmation.

spect of a correction — standard market volatility — you need to re
-think your entire investment philosophy and dramatically reduce
your return expectations (despite corrections, S&P 500 annualized
returns from 1900-7/14: 9.70 percent; 1946-7/14: 10.83 percent;
1990-7/14: 9.71 percent). As John Bogle expressed it, “If you have
trouble imagining a 20 percent loss in the stock market, you shouldn’t be in stocks.”
4. Consider the motivation. Does the forecaster have personal motivaMarket crashes happen (see above). When the next one comes along tion for making the prediction?
— and it surely will, perhaps today, perhaps years from now —
Take a look at the list of people above touting an imminent crash.
some number of people will seem to have presciently predicted it.
Most are selling something, have a political motivation for wanting to
Many more will try to take credit for having done so. Still, since such
see a crash, or both. All are looking to make a name for themselves
major catastrophic events don’t happen all that often and since there
by getting a big call right. There is a wide body of research on what
doesn’t seem to be any good reason to think that any particular perhas come to be known as “motivated reasoning” and – more recogson will have it right, acting on such predictions is dangerous businizably for those of us in the investment world – its “flip-side,” conness indeed.
firmation bias. While confirmation bias is our tendency to notice and
As the legendary investor Peter Lynch cautioned, “Far more money accept that which fits within our preconceived notions and beliefs,
has been lost by investors … trying to anticipate corrections than motivated reasoning is our complementary tendency to scrutinize
has been lost in corrections themselves.” That’s largely because big ideas more critically when we disagree with them than when we
crashes (as opposed to corrections — which are common) don’t agree. We are also much more likely to recall supporting rather than
happen all that often. The worst one-day market loss occurred on opposing evidence. It’s why we concoct silly conspiracy theories, for
Black Monday, October 19, 1987, when the Dow lost over 22 per- example. In general, we see what we want to see and act accordingly.
cent of its value. The biggest one-day loss in 2008 was 7.87 percent; And if it’s in our interest to see things a certain way, we alin 2001 it was 7.13 percent. Over longer time periods there have most surely will. Upton Sinclair offered perhaps its most popular
been four secular bear market periods when peak-to-valley losses expression: “It is difficult to get a man to understand something,
were much greater. The standard crash warning article does not when his salary depends upon his not understanding it!”
specify whether a one-day or longer-term trend is predicted. SpeciSo the next time you see some pundit warning of yet another immificity is, of course, a great enemy of pundits. One who keeps predictnent crash, use Klemetti’s analytical framework to test how likely

you think it might be that the pundit is cor-

they still aren’t nearly as common as they are

rect and act accordingly. Professor
Klemetti’s conclusion is an important one

commonly predicted. So the next time you
see an article about Yellowstone predicting

(emphasis in original). “Once you’ve moved

impending doom remember that calderas are

through these 4 steps, you’ll find that 99.9
percent of all Yellowstone eruptions rumors

busy places and the media loves its disasters.
There is probably no reason to get too

are untrue, and you can go back to your nor-

worked up. And the next time you see an

mal life. Spread the word to your friends, coworkers and family: Don’t let the purveyors

article predicting a major market crash remember that markets are wildly busy places

of misinformation send you down the

and the media loves its disasters there too.

path to panic. Instead, stand up to them
and use reason and science to turn them
away!”
Market crashes occur more frequently than
major seismic events at Yellowstone, but

